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AB S T R A C T

Since Simone de Beauvoir published The Second Sex !" #$%$& '()!"!*+ 
,",-.*!* /,* +("0(0 +1 ,**2)( +/,+ +/( 31"0!+!1"* 1' ),-( "14),+!5!+.6
4(023!"7 81)," +1 +/( )(4(-. (93-20(0 :;+/(4< 1' ),"6/1-0* +42( 
in the experience of all women, not the least, women in the context of 
=/4!*+!," >4,9!* ,"0 +/(1-17.? @(,251!4A* >18(4'2- ,",-.*!*6*/18!"7 2* 
/18 >41B-(),+!3 !+ !* +1 (*+,B-!*/ ,C>1*!+!1" 12+*!0( >,+4!,43/.A* 01)!-
","3( 1' 124 31"3(>+2,- D(-0*6/,* /(->(0 +1 (9>-,!" +/( 4(*!-!("3( 1' 
sexism and forms of male violence that continue to diminish and destroy 
81)("A* -!5(* B(3,2*( +/(. 3,""1+ B( *((" ,* E2(*+!1",B-(? F+ /,* ,-*1& 
FC812-0 ,472(& /,0 +/( 2"!"+("0(0 31"*(E2("3( 1' !"+("*!'.!"7 +/( *("*( 
of limitation, so that it becomes problematic to account for the work and 
lives of effective, innovative and responsible women in these contexts. 
F"C140(4 +1 ,004(** +/!* >41B-(),+!3 !**2(& F 2*( +/( -!'( ,"0 814G 1' "15-
(-!*+ H!3/I-( J1B(4+*& ,* ,C3,*( *+20. !" '(),-( 7("!2* 8!+/!" ," !"+(40!*-
3!>-!",4. D(-0& !" 140(4 +1 ,3G"18-(07( +/( 31"0!+!1"* +/,+ /,5( -!)!+(0 
,C*!"72-,4 81),"A* -!+(4,4. ,"0 +/(1-17!3,- ,*>!4,+!1"* B2+ ,-*1 +1 3-,!) 
that she is able to give voice to something creative of her own.

K/( G(. 31"3(>+ 1' '(),-( 7("!2* 8!+/!" +/!* >41L(3+ 04,8* 1" M2-!, 
N4!*+(5,A* "1+!1" 1' B(!"7 ,C *2BL(3+ 8!+/12+ !)>-!3!+-. (93-20!"7 ()-
bodiment and female desire as in normative male theology, or in notions 
1' 7("!2* 0(4!5(0 '41) J1),"+!3!*)? J1B(4+*A 814G ,* ,C84!+(4 E2,-!-
D(* /(4 ,* '(),-( 7("!2* !" *1 ',4 ,* !+ 3/,--("7(* ,*>(3+* 1' +4,0!+!1",- 
Christianity, bringing to birth new relationships between theological 
themes and scriptural narratives without excluding her singular female 
0(*!4(* ,"0 >-(,*24(* ,* ,C84!+(4? K/!* >,>(46,* >,4+ 1' ,C)14( !"3-2*!5(& 
historical survey of the work of women writers crossing the discipli-
nary boundaries between literature and Christian theology over the last 
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several centuries# ,-*1 ,*G* 8/(+/(4& !" 140(4 +1 01 >41>(4 L2*+!3( +1 +/( 
4(,- ,"0 >415(" -!)!+,+!1"* !)>1*(0 1" 312"+-(** 81)(" !" +/(*( D(-0* 
across global and historical contexts, we need, at the same time, to re-
duce the Christian tradition to something that is always antithetical or 
for which women can take absolutely no credit or bear no responsibility.

AB S T R A C T

Then it seemed to her she was in her cell, watching the cocoon crack 
1>("? ;2+ *+4277-(0 ,C34(,+24( 8!+/ 74(,+ 8(+& 04,77!"7 8!"7* +/,+ 8(4( 
*+23G +17(+/(4? F+ +8!+3/(0 ,"0 O,4(0? P/11G 12+ O,7* 1' B!--18!"7 31--
124& 4(,4(0 !+* /(,0C?C?C?C*/( 81G( 2> *34(,)!"7& 31"5!"3(0 */( 8,* 71!"7 
+1 0!(? Q1+ ,C"!7/+),4( B2+ 4(,-? K/( 74(,+ 8!"7* B(,+!"7 ,B15( /(4& +/( 
/1+ >2-*( 1' !+* 0(*!4(& *1 3-1*(& +/( D4(B,-- (.(* *+,4!"7 !"+1 /(4*?

K/( B2++(4O. D--(0 +/( +!". 411)? F+ +4()B-(0? F+ 8,* 4(,0.? R+ -,*+ 
she realised it had come out of herself. (Roberts, Impossible Saints STUSVW

FEMALE GENIUS

Today, an understanding of “genius”, originating in the period and style of 
X241>(," 32-+24( ,"0 +/127/+ G"18" ,* :J1),"+!3!*)<& 4(),!"* 0(D"!-
+!5( Y@,++(4*B. #Z%W? K/!* '4,)(* :7("!2*< ,* ,C+.>!3,--. ),*32-!"( E2,-!+. 
that, when it is associated with women, takes on all the implications of 
'4(,G!*/"(** 14 ),0"(** Y@,++(4*B. #[\USZW? F" 31!"!"7 +/( +(4) :'(),-( 
genius”[ ,* ,C8,. 1' (9>4(**!"7 +/( !0(, +/,+& !" *>!+( 1' "14),+!5( '4,)(-
814G*& 81)(" 3," ,3/!(5( !" +/(!4 18" ",)(& M2-!, N4!*+(5, 31"3(0(* +/,+ 
they will be limited by masculinist thinking and patriarchal institutions. 
Q(5(4+/(-(**& */( 4(L(3+* +/( !0(, +/,+ 81)," !* (93-20(0 '41) +/( 3,+-
egory of genius  !"#$%&'(')& and she resists this gendering of genius as 
exclusively masculine in two ways:

# K/!* >,>(4 '14)* ,C>,4+ 1' ,C-,47(4 >41L(3+ !" 8/!3/ +/( !0(, 1' '(),-( 7("!2* !* 2*(0 
,* ,C)(,"* 34!+!3,--. +1 ,",-.*( +/( +/(1-17!3,- 814G 1' 1+/(4 X"7-!*/ 81)(" 84!+(4* '41) 
+/( #]th& #\th ,"0 #$^[Zth centuries. See, Jasper, Alison, *$+,-$".$&'/0"1&#"2)+$&"3)'&4"
56$)-)4!7"*)/8"9'0()8':,-";,0$0"<&"56$"2$0($8&"58,#'(')&, (Waco, TX, forthcoming).

[ M2-!, N4!*+(5,A* !0(,* ,B12+ '(),-( 7("!2* ,4( -,!0 12+ !" +/4(( 51-2)(* 3,--(0& 
collectively, *$+,-$".$&'/07"='>$?"@,#&$00?"2)8#0A9,&&,6"18$&#(?"@$-,&'$"B-$'&?";)-$(($?"
,C (8'-)4!" !"D/-',"B8'0($E, and published by Columbia University Press in the European 
Perspectives series.
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Y!W K/( D4*+ 8,. /,* +1 01 8!+/ /18 */( 2"0(4*+,"0* +/( 0(5(-1>)("+ 
1' +/( /2)," *2BL(3+ ,* ,C*>(,G!"7 *2BL(3+? P/( 4(*+* /(4 ,3312"+ 1' +/!* 
*>(,G!"7 *2BL(3+ 1" ,C>*.3/1-!"72!*+!3 0(*34!>+!1" YPL_/1-) #VU[[W !" 
which the interplay of gendered dimensions of the psyche remain, in an 
optimal sense, continually and productively in play. The maternal body 
!" +/!* 31"+(9+& 4,+/(4 +/," B(!"7 *((" ,* ,CG!"0 1' +4,> '14 81)(" ,* 
P!)1"( 0( @(,251!4 /,0 2"0(4*+110 !+& 31"*+!+2+(* ,C >1!"+ 1' >!51+,- 
*!7"!D3,"3( *+4,00-!"7 +/( 0!5!0( B(+8((" ",+24( ,"0 32-+24( YPL_/1-) 
T]W '14)!"7 ,C>,4+ 1' +/( *!7"!'.!"7 >413(** !+*(-'` :"1+ ,C)24G. 2"0(4-
3244("+ 1' -,"72,7(& B2+ ," ,*>(3+ 1' !+< YPL_/1-) [[W? F' 0!''(4("+!,+(0 
),-( ,"0 '(),-( !0("+!D(0 (-()("+* ,4( (**("+!,- +1 +/( 0(5(-1>)("+ 1' 
+/( *2BL(3+ ,"0 "(!+/(4& !" +/( 1>+!),- *("*( +/,+ >41023(* '14)* 1' *.)-
bolic representation and language, overwhelms the other, then the de-
5(-1>)("+ 1' +/( *2BL(3+ !+*(-' 3,""1+ B( 4(-!(0 2>1" +1 *2>>14+ 32-+24,- 
hierarchies or sexist theory and practice.
Y!!W P(31"0-. N4!*+(5, 1>("* 2> +/( !0(, 1' 7("!2* +1 ,C)23/ 8!0(4 4,"7( 
of activities or modes of being including elements of embodiment and 
female desire that are excluded in traditional and normatively masculine 
theology or from dominant western notions of genius derived substan-
+!,--. '41) X241>(," J1),"+!3!*) Y@,++(4*B. #TW? a1)(" ,4( '(),-( 
geniuses because they are artists, writers and human beings alongside 
men and in their own right but not through the conventional exclusion, 
for example, of their maternal emotions or their female desires. This 
0(D"!+!1" 1' '(),-( 7("!2* 1>("* 2> +/( D(-0 1' >1**!B!-!+!(* +1 ),". 
women, both living and dead who have been geniuses in every context 
"1+ (93-20!"7 +/( ),+(4",- YN4!*+(5,& Arendt xv).

R+ +/( ("0 1' /(4 +4!-17. 1" '(),-( 7("!2*& N4!*+(5, 0!*+!"72!*/(* 
three characteristics which can be related to the work and lives of the three 
81)(" */( /,* 0(*!7",+(0 ,* *23/b c,"",/ R4("0+& H(-,"!( N-(!" ,"0 
=1-(++(? K/(*( 3/,4,3+(4!*+!3* '132* 1" ,C4(317"!+!1" (5!0("3(0 !" ,-- +/(. 
do and write of the key sense in which the “ego is inseparable from the va-
riety of its relationships” (Colette %[ZW& +/( "((0 +1 :d+("0e +1 +/( 3,>,3!+. 
for thought” (Colette %[#W ,"0 ,C3,>,3!+. '14 B!4+/ 14 4(B!4+/ !" +/( *("*( 
of bringing about new beginnings (Colette %[[U[SW?

K1 *2)),4!f(b M2-!, N4!*+(5,A* "1+!1" 1' '(),-( 7("!2* !* 7412"0(0 !" 
+/( '()!"!*+ +/(14. P!)1"( 0( @(,251!4 !"!+!,+(0 !" #$%$ !" The Second 
Sex& !" *>!+( 1' /(4 18" -,3G 1' 31"D0("3( !" ,C81),"A* ,B!-!+. +1 ,3/!(5( 
this accolade (Second Sex ][[U[SW? F+ B2!-0* 1" @(,251!4A* 31"5!3+!1" +/,+ 
7("!2* ,"0 ,C81),"A* ,B!-!+. +1 +,G( 2> +/( >1*!+!1" 1' *2BL(3+& ,4( 3-1*(-. 
related (Second Sex ][SW& B2+ >41>1*(* ,C31)>-(+( +4,"*'14),+!1" 1' +/( 
+(4) :7("!2*< ),G!"7 +/!* ,C >1**!B!-!+. '14 81)(" 01!"7 +4,0!+!1",--. 
:81),"-.< +/!"7* ,* 8(-- ,* (93(--!"7 !" +/1*( D(-0* ,"0 ,331)>-!*/)("+* 
"14),+!5(-. 4(*(45(0 +1 )("? K/( '(),-( 7("!2*& ,* N4!*+(5, 2"0(4*+,"0* 
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/(4& -!5(* ,C*!"72-,4 -!'(& 0!*+!"72!*/,B-( '41) 1+/(4 -!5(* B. !+* 2"!E2( 3!4-
cumstances which include limitations imposed by patriarchal and masculin-
ist structures but which do not thereby exclude her from female genius by 
0(D"!+!1"? K/( 34(,+!5!+. 1' '(),-( 7("!2*(*& ,* N4!*+(5, *((* +/()& '1*+(4* 
4(-,+!1"*/!>*` >/.*!3,-& *(92,- ,"0 ()1+!1",- ,33140!"7 +1 -1"7*+,"0!"7 '(-
),-( ,**13!,+!1"& 3(4+,!"-.& B2+ ,-*1 !" ,-- 1+/(4 >1**!B-( D(-0*? K/( ,3/!(5(-
)("+ 1' +/!* *2BL(3+ >1*!+!1"& +/,+ '14 N4!*+(5, !* !"(9+4!3,B-. B12"0 2> 
8!+/ +/( '(),-(g!0("+!D(0 B10.A* )1+!1"* ,"0 04!5(*& +("0* +1 +/( 3,>,3-
!+. '14 +/127/+& ,"0 3," D"0 (9>4(**!1" +/4127/ +/( >-(,*24(* ,"0 >,!"* 
1' B4!"7!"7 !"+1 B(!"767!5!"7 B!4+/ +163/!-04("& 4(-,+!1"*/!>*& -,"72,7( 
,"0 1+/(4 '14)* 1' *.)B1-!3 4(>4(*("+,+!1"` '41) parcour, pantomime 
,"0 D"0!"7 +/( 1>+!)2) -!'(^814G B,-,"3(& +1 *(+ +/(14. 14 (31"1)(+4!3*? 
K/(C B!4+/ 14 4(B!4+/ 1' !"*!7/+*& )1+!1"* ,"0 )15()("+* +/!* 7("(4,+(* 
),. !"0((0 3/,"7( 814-0*6,* @(,251!4A* !"*!7/+* /,5( 3/,"7(0 814-0*6
14 "1 -(** *!7"!D3,"+-.& !+ ),. +4,"*'14) ,C*!"7-( -!'(` +/,+ 1' +/( '(),-( 7(-
nius herself. In sum we could say that female geniuses resist manufactured 
>-(,*24(*68/(+/(4 +/(. ,4( ),0( *(023+!5( B. 5!4+2( 1' +/(!4 3/(,>"(** 
,"0 ,5,!-,B!-!+. -!G( ',*+ '110 ,"0 31))(43!,- Kh& 14 !)>1*(0 1" +/() B. 
authoritarian forms of politics and religion that seek to contain or margin-
alize women and “the feminine”. They are wary of standardized banalities 
that are as unrewarding as they are undemanding of thought and which ul-
timately cannot save us from the maladies of our soulsS and they distinguish 
B(+8((" 2"!E2( >-(,*24(* ,33(**!B-( +/4127/ +/1*( +/!"7* ,C81)," B4!"7* 
into being and tailors or births for herself in singular circumstances, and 
merely accepting what temporarily distracts or appeases her,% or suits the 
convenience of the normative, male culture in which she lives.

MICHÈLE ROBERTS

H!3/I-( J1B(4+* 8,* B14" !" #$%$ ,"0 B4127/+ 2> !" +/( i1"01" *2B24B 
1' X078,4(? c(4 )1+/(4 8,* ,Cj4("3/ J1)," =,+/1-!3 ,"0 */( ,++("0(0 
Roman Catholic schools in London, before going to University in Oxford 
!" #$V]& +1 *+20. X"7-!*/ -!+(4,+24(? R'+(4 74,02,+!"7& */( !"+("0(0 +1 +4,!" 
,* ,C-!B4,4!," B2+ !"*+(,0 */( '(-- !" -15( YJ1B(4+*& Paper Houses STW 8!+/ 
'()!"!*) ,"0 31))!++(0 /(4*(-' +1 +/( -!'( 1' ,C84!+(4 ,"0 '()!"!*+ ,3+!5!*+ 
in London. To date, she has written fourteen novels and three collections 
1' >1(+4. ,* 8(-- ,* 814G* 1' "1"gD3+!1"? P/( 81" +/( @11G(4 k4!f( !" 
#$$[ '14 Daughters of the House and was made ;6$E,-'$8"#$"=FG8#8$"#$0"

S P((& '14 (9,)>-(& N4!*+(5,& New Maladies YVU#ZW?
% P(( '24+/(4 0!*32**!1" 1' +/!* +/()( !" N4!*+(5,A* 814G !" M,*>(4 lJ(51-+!"7 

j,"+,*!(*A Y[#[& "1+( ]W?
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18(0"$("#$0"=$((8$0 by the French government. She is Emeritus Professor of 
=4(,+!5( a4!+!"7 ,+ +/( m"!5(4*!+. 1' X,*+ R"7-!,& mN? P/( !* >4(*("+(0 
/(4( ,* ,C3,*( *+20. '14 '(),-( 7("!2*6,* 0(D"(0 ,B15(6!" 4(*>(3+ 1' /(4 
life, literary work, but also in respect of what I would call her theology. 
The idea of the female theologian continues in many circles to be framed as 
!)>41>(4` =/4!*+!," +/(1-17. !* +/( >415!"3( 1' +/( 140,!"(0 3-(47. 14 +/( 
0!5!"(-. !"*>!4(0 ),-( )!"!*+(4& ,"0 ,C81),"A* >-,3( !* "1+ +1 +(,3/ 14 /,5( 
authority over men, nor to tell the powerful theological story for herself. T 
P/( /,0 B(++(4 31"D"( /(4*(-' +1 -!+(4,+24(& '14 (9,)>-(` ," ,33(>+,B-( D(-0 
for women precisely because it has been seen to require the guiding mas-
culine hand of theology or philosophy to gain legitimacy (Walton, Imagin-
ing Theology S%U%\W? c18(5(4& 8!+/!" ,C+/(1-17!3,- 32-+24( +/,+ 31"+!"2(* 
+1 B( 5!(8(0 ,* "14),+!5(-. ),-(& J1B(4+* (9()>-!D(* +/( '(),-( 7("!2* 
8/1 814G* ,"0 34(,+(* !" >24*2!+ 1' /(4 0(*!4(*6!"3-20!"7 /(4 0(*!4( +1 
2"0(4*+,"0 ,"0 31))2"!3,+( 8!+/ n1068!+/12+ B4,3G(+!"7 1'' ,-- */( !* 
,* ,C81),"?

J1B(4+* (9()>-!D(* N4!*+(5,A* 5!(8 +/,+ 5,-2(* ,4( "1+ *+,+!3 14 '41f(" 
*+,"0,40* B2+ +/,+ !+ !* !" +/( >413(** 1' +("0!"7 +1 +/(6),+(4",--. !"*+!-
7,+(063,>,3!+. '14 +/127/+ B. 3,--!"7 +/() !"+1 E2(*+!1"& 8/(+/(4 1" +/( 
-(5(- 1' +/( !"0!5!02,-A* >*.3/!3 -!'( 14 !" 4(-,+!1" +1 *13!(+!(* ,+ -,47(& +/,+ 
they acquire “a sense of mobility, polyvalence and life” YN4!*+(5,& H$E)-(?"
She Said #[W? P1& !" J1B(4+*A "15(-* ,"0 >1(+4.& >4(',3(* ,"0 !"+41023+!1"*& 
as well as in her autobiographical Paper Houses& */( 7("(4,+(* ,C*("*( 1' 
mobility, polyvalence and life, by vigorously challenging what she expe-
4!("3(* ,* +/( *+,+!3 !))1B!-!+. 1' +4,0!+!1",- !"*+!+2+!1"*6'14 (9,)>-(& 
patriarchal attitudes towards women as they are enshrined within the Ro-
)," =,+/1-!3 =/243/A* +(,3/!"7 ,"0 >4,3+!3(? c(4 *!"72-,4 >4,3+!3(* 1' 
84!+!"7 3/,--("7( !+* +/(1-17!3,- *+423+24(* ,"0 3,*+ +/( ",+24( 1' n10A* 
relationship with the world in terms of conceptual and social relationships 
*/( ',*/!1"* '14 /(4*(-' ,* ,C81),"? P/( E2(*+!1"* "1+!1"* 1' n10 ,* 0!*-
()B10!(0 ),-( ,"0 B10. ,* *,34!D3!,-& (9>("0,B-( ,"0 '(),-(& +/4127/ +/( 
sensual evocations of carefully crafted words that produce, for example, 
,Cn10 8/1 !* :C?C?C?C"1+ j,+/(4& "1+ i140 ,"0 N!"7<& B2+ :C?C?C?CB-,3G"(**& 
0,4G"(**& *8((+"(**& -!)!+(0 +1 "1 1"( */,>( B2+ >,4+ 1' (5(4.+/!"7C?C?C?C< 

(Impossible Saints #\[W J1B(4+*A 4(>4(*("+,+!1" 1' n10 0!*+,"3(* /(4 '41) 
early Christian, patristic disputes coloured by both Hebrew scripture and 
classical philosophy. However, her sensual evocations of a God  are rooted 
!" /(4 >41+,71"!*+A*6,"0 *24(-. ,-*1 /(4 18"63/!-0/110 )()14!(* 1' 

T Traditionalist typically refer to the Pauline or pseudo Pauline books of the New 
K(*+,)("+& '14 (9,)>-( # K!)1+/. [b##U#T` # =14!"+/!,"* #%bSSUSV` X>/(*!,"* Tb[[U[%` 
=1-1**!,"* Sb#\` # =14!"+/!,"* ##bSU#V?
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Catholic Christian worshipb :C?C?C?C8!+/ !+* B4!--!,"+-.g-!+ 3/1!4 *-2"7 8!+/ 
gleaming lamps, its gaudy plaster and gilt decoration, its shrill-voiced 
3/1!4C?C?C?C!+* /!0(12* ,"0 -!'(-!G( 3423!D9 8/1*( =/4!*+ 04(8 .124 (.(* 8!+/ 
/!* ",!-(0 B10. ,43/(0 ,"0 +8!*+(0 !" ,71".C?C?C?C< YImpossible Saints #\[W 
The values of the past are not being swept away in individualistic, solipsis-
+!3 0!*4(7,40 B2+ 4!71412*-. !"+(4417,+(0 !" +/( -!7/+ 1' ,C0!''(4("+ G!"0 1' 
31))2"!+.` 1"( +/,+ !"3-20(* 4,+/(4 +/," (93-20(* 81)(" ,"0 8/,+ +/(. 
/,5( B((" 3,*+ +1 4(>4(*("+ 8!+/!" ,C),*32-!"!*+ (31"1).?

c18(5(4& +/!* !* "1+ +1 *277(*+ +/,+ !+ !* *!)>-. B(3,2*( */( !0("+!D(* 
/(4*(-' ,* ,C'()!"!*+& 3/,--("7!"7 >,+4!,43/,- =/4!*+!,"!+.& +/,+ */( 3," B( 
,3312"+(0 ,* ,C'(),-( 7("!2*& B2+ 4,+/(4 +1 3-,!) /(4 ,* *23/ B(3,2*(& !" 
,C31"+(9+ 8!+/!" 8/!3/ */( !* >4!)(0 +1 4(*>1"0 !" ,33140,"3( +1 5,-2(* 
,"0 '4,)(814G*6B( +/(. J1)," =,+/1-!3& ),*32-!"!*+& B1247(1!*6*/( 
brings something new to birth through the exercise of thought, bringing 
5,-2(* !"+1 E2(*+!1" !" ,C>413(** !" 8/!3/ /(4 '(),-(& ()B10!(0 0(*!4( /,* 
not been bracketed off from the start. Writing in the “white heat” of early 
*(31"0 8,5( '()!"!*+ +/!"G!"7& J1B(4+* /,* ,C0!''(4("+ +,G( 1" =/4!*+!-
anity from earlier women and some sharp new analytic tools to use. But 
FC812-0 ,472( +/,+ +/( ",+24( 1' /(4 '(),-( 7("!2* 0(>("0* )14( 1" /18 
*/( 2*(* +/1*( +11-* +/," !" +/(!4 *>(3!D3 3/,4,3+(4 ,* :'()!"!*+<?

R-!7"!"7 ).*(-' 8!+/ N4!*+(5, ,"0 ,7,!"*+ @(,251!4A* 0(*>,!4!"7 0!*-
)!**,- 1' 81)("A* 3-,!) +1 7("!2* YSecond Sex ][SW& ). ,472)("+ !* +/,+ 
the achievements of women cannot be reduced to mirroring and silence, 
even within the especially contentious context of Christian theology and 
>4,9!*? @. 84!+!"7 "15(-* 8!+/ !0("+!D,B-. =/4!*+!," +/()(*& J1B(4+* 7!5(* 
herself room to look at what was at stake. Her embodiment and desire are 
brought into account in order to pose that question and to explore sacred 
*34!>+24( ,"0 (33-(*!,*+!3,- >18(4 12+*!0( +/( =/243/A* *,"3+!D(0 41-(* 1' 
ordained clergy or professed religious. In other words, her voice could 
not be silenced by what Beauvoir called the female situation or condition.V 
a!+/ N4!*+(5,& F 812-0 *,. +/,+ J1B(4+* 0!0 "1+ 8,!+ '14 +/( '(),-( 31"-
0!+!1" +1 (51-5(` :C?C ?C ?C !" 140(4 +1 4(,-!f( d/(4e '4((01)b !* "1+ :7("!2*< 
>4(3!*(-. +/,+ B4(,3/ +/4127/ ,"0 B(.1"0 +/( :*!+2,+!1"<o YColette %Z]W?

;' 3124*( 8( 3,""1+ *8((> ,*!0( @(,251!4A* 4(O(3+!1"* 1" +/( '(),-( 
situation. To say that Roberts was able to write and thus to live, is not to 
suggest that the Curia of the Roman Catholic Church was going to take 
her views seriously. Neither can we say that this would not frustrate or 
-!)!+ /(4 !" ,". 8,.? J1B(4+* /,0 !"5(*+(0 ,C74(,+ 0(,- !" +/( -!'( 1' +/( 
=/243/` */( /,0 B((" !"+("*(-. 4(-!7!12* ,* ,C3/!-0 ,"0 ,01-(*3("+ YPaper 
Houses TW? F" /(4 -,*+ .(,4* ,+ *3/11-& */( /,0 (5(" +/127/+ ,B12+ L1!"!"7 

V See for example, Beauvoir, Second Sex YVZ\U%ZW?
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,C4(-!7!12* 140(4? @2+ !" /(4 -,+( +(("* */( B41G( 8!+/ +/( =/243/& 2",B-( 
to accept any longer what she saw as its attempts to control the expression 
of her female sexuality (Secret Gospel $W 7 or her passion for knowledge 
(Paper Houses ##W? p(+ +/127/ */( 5!(8* /(4*(-' !" ,02-+/110 ,* ," ,+/(!*+& 
,* ,C),+24( 84!+(4 */( *+!-- ,0)!+* +/( *!7"!D3,"3( 1' /(4 31""(3+!1"* 8!+/ 
+/( J1)," =,+/1-!3 =/243/A* ,++!+20(* ,"0 5,-2(* YPaper Houses #SZW? F" 
1+/(4 8140*& 8/,+ ,C '()!"!*+ 34!+!E2( 4(5(,-* ,B12+ +/( 0,),7( 01"( +1 
women by patriarchal frameworks should not be dismissed in this attempt 
to show the possibility of female genius. It comes as no surprise that when 
J1B(4+* ("7,7(*6'14 (9,)>-( 8!+/ +/( =/243/A* ,3312"+ 1' M(*2*A 0!*^
()B10!)("+6+/( ("312"+(4 !* 1'+(" >41'12"0-. 0!*+24B!"7 ,"0 >,!"'2-? 
However, the temptation from the feminist perspective, at this point, is 
+1 *(( J1B(4+*A (9>(4!("3( !" ,-)1*+ ("+!4(-. "(7,+!5( +(4)*6*!)>-. 1"( 
more illustration of that female situation or condition in which women are 
4(023(0& !" N4!*+(5,A* 8140*& +1 :'2)!"7 ,7,!"*+ )(+,>/.*!3*< ,-1"7 8!+/ 
@(,251!4 B(3,2*( +/(. *(() +1 B( 31"D"(0 8!+/!" /(4 ,",-.*!* 1' 81)," 
,* :+/( ;+/(4<& )(4(-. 0(D"!"7 +/( ),-(b :!" 140(4 +1 >1*!+ /(4 ,C',3+!3!+. 
and immanence and to refuse her access to true humanity, the humanity of 
autonomy and freedom” (Colette %ZTW? F 812-0 ,472( !+ !* +11 *!)>-!*+!3 +1 
*277(*+ +/,+ +/( =/4!*+!,"!+. 1' J1B(4+*A 3/!-0/110 3(,*(0 +1 B( !)>14+,"+ 
+1 /(4 ,* ," ,02-+6/18(5(4 >41B-(),+!3,--.614 +/,+ */( 8,* 1"-. ,B-( 
+1 B( ,C34(,+!5( 84!+(4 !" *1 ',4 ,* */( 312-0 (*3,>( '41) !+* '4,)!"7? K/!*& 
!+ *(()* +1 )(& !* +1 ',-- B,3G !"+1 @(,251!4A* )!"0g*(+ !" The Second Sex, 
>,4,019!3,--. 31--20!"7 !" +/,+ (93-2*!1" B. 0(D"!+!1"& ,7,!"*+ 8/!3/ */( 
1+/(48!*( *+4277-(0 *1 4(-("+-(**-.? F 812-0 *277(*+ !"*+(,0& +/,+ J1B(4+*A 
L124"(. +18,40* '(),-( 7("!2* 31)(* ,B12+ +/4127/ 31"+!"2!"7 ("7,7(-
ment with the personal and theological relationships of the patriarchal 
=/243/ +/,+ '()!"!*+ +/(14. /,* 1'+(" 3,*+ !" *23/ ,C /1*+!-( -!7/+6,"0 
"1+ 8!+/12+ 3,2*(? K/!* ("7,7()("+ 3," B( *((" ,* ,CG!"0 1' +/!"G!"7 +/,+ 
does not bracket off female desire or the pleasures of writing. We can say 
that it is the act of female genius to envisage an alternative: “to imagine 
,C=/4!*+!,"!+. 8/!3/ 8,* !"*>!4(0 B. 81)(" ,* )23/ ,* B. )("?< YSecret 
Gospel $W? F" 1+/(4 8140*& '(),-( 7("!2* !* ,3/!(5(0 !" +/( >-(,*24(* 1' 0!,-
-172( 8!+/ +/(*( >41B-(),+!3 *+423+24(*& L2*+ ,* )23/ ,* !" ,". *+4,!7/+'14-
8,40 4(>20!,+!1"? P/( 01(* "1+ "((0 (5(" +1 B( ,C'()!"!*+? ;'C3124*(& !+ !* 
3-(,4& "(5(4+/(-(**& +/,+ J1B(4+* 8,* !"O2("3(0 B. 31"+()>14,4. '()!"!*+ 
theory and theology (Paper Houses V$W` +/,+ */( '(-- !" -15( 8!+/ '()!"!*) 
(Paper Houses STW? c18(5(4& !" M2-!, N4!*+(5,A* +4!-17.& Female Genius, 

] 56$"2'-#".'8- 8,* D4*+ >2B-!*/(0 !" #$\% 8!+/ H(+/2("? R" (0!+!1" 2"0(4 ,C"(8 
title, The Secret Gospel of Mary Magdalene& 8!+/ ,C"(8 >4(',3( 8,* >2B-!*/(0 B. h!"+,7( 
@11G* !" [ZZ]?
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R4("0+& N-(!" ,"0 =1-(++( :),"!'(*+(0 +/(!4 '4((01) +1 (9>-14( 8!+/12+ 
heeding the dominant trends, institutions, parties or schools of thought” 
(Arendt 9!9W? H. 3,*( '14 3,--!"7 J1B(4+* ,C '(),-( 7("!2* 01(* "1+ 4(*+ 
on her ideological perspective, so much as on her willingness to continue 
writing and to raise questions when she encounters limitations on her free-
01) +1 +/!"G& '14) "(8 4(-,+!1"*/!>* 14 B4!"7 >41L(3+* +1 B!4+/ (5(" ,* */( 
grapples with the pressures to bracket off aspects of herself that had been 
0(()(0 2",33(>+,B-. '()!"!"( 8!+/!" ,C"14),+!5(-. ),*32-!"( '4,)(814G?

WILD GIRL/SECRET GOSPEL

In 56$"2'-#".'8-, Roberts seems to imply, beyond mere critique, that there 
!* *1)(+/!"7 )14( +1 =/4!*+!,"!+. +/," >,+4!,43/.` ," !0(, */( ),. /,5( 
begun to form at University, when she worked on some notable medieval 
81)(" ).*+!3* !"3-20!"7 H,47(4. N()>(& M2-!," 1' Q148!3/ ,"0 H(3/+!-0 
of Magdeburg and recognized that their mystical and theological insights 
were achieved without conformity to male theologians or in accordance 
with the authority of ordained clergy (Paper Houses ##W? R472,B-. +/("& !+ 
!* !" +/( *>!4!+ 1' +/(*( 81)("& ,* 8(-- ,* 2"0(4 +/( !"O2("3( 1' *(31"0 8,5( 
'()!"!*)6,B12+ 8/!3/ */( B(7," +1 4(,0 ,'+(4 74,02,+!1" YPaper Houses 
V$W6+/,+ */( 84!+(* /(4 "15(-& 56$"2'-#".'8-, which implicitly questions 
some fundamental patriarchal assumptions about the nature of God and di-
5!"( !"3,4",+!1" B2+ 01(* *1 '41) +/( *!"72-,4 >(4*>(3+!5( 1' ,C81)," 8/1 
writes for the sustaining pleasure it gives her. Of course, the book takes on 
B1,40 +/( D"0!"7* 1' ," ()(47!"7 '()!"!*+ B!B-!3,- *3/1-,4*/!> !" +/( #$]Z* 
,"0 \Z* 8!+/ 8/!3/ J1B(4+* 8,* ,3E2,!"+(0& +/4127/ '4!("0*\ and her own 
4(,0!"7& >,4+!32-,4-. 1' X-,!"( k,7(-*A 814G 1" +/( n"1*+!3 n1*>(-*?$ As 
,C *+20("+ J1B(4+* /,0 4(,0 H?J? M,)(*A The Apocryphal New Testament, 
liking “its smell of heresy, of banned stories” (Paper Houses ##W B2+ +/( !0(, 
1' B,""(0 =/4!*+!," +(9+* *>(3!D3,--. 31"3(4"!"7 14 84!++(" B. 81)(" !" 
the earliest centuries of the Christian era, gained wider currency with the 
>2B-!3,+!1" 1' k,7(-*A 814G 1" +/( Q,7 c,)),0! +(9+*? k,7(-*A 814G& !"-
'14)(0 B. *+!44!"7* !" '()!"!*+ +/(14.& /(->(0 +1 ',)!-!,4!*( ,C8!0(4 4(,0(4-
ship with texts such as the Gnostic Gospel of Mary in which Mary appeared 
+1 >-,. ,C)14( >41)!"("+ 41-( +/," 3,"1"!3,- B!B-!3,- (9(7(*!* ,--18(0? F" 
identifying the wild girl of her novel with the reformed prostitute tradition-

\ For example, novelist and theologian, Sarah Maitland (Paper Houses #SZW?
$ The Nag Hammadi library about which Pagels writes and within which the texts 

+/,+ >,4+!32-,4-. !"*>!4(0 J1B(4+*A "15(-& 56$"2'-#".'8-& 3," B( '12"0& 31)>4!*(* T[ +(9+* 
which were recovered from caves in the Jabal al-Tãrif mountain near the town of Nag 
lc,))q0! !" #$%T? a14G 1" +/( +(9+* *277(*+* +/,+ *1)( ),. 0,+( '41) ,* (,4-. ,* +/( [nd 
century CE.
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ally associated with Mary Magdalene, Roberts deliberately took issue with 
+/( =/243/A* >4,3+!3( 1' 4(023!"7 81)(" +1 +/( >1-,4!+. 1' /1-. *(9-(** 
mothers and bad sexy whores (Secret Gospel $W and here there is no denying 
+/( '()!"!*+ +1"(? F" +/( R2+/14A* "1+( Y!" B1+/ #$\% ,"0 [ZZ] (0!+!1"*W 
to 56$"2'-#".'8-& '14 (9,)>-(& J1B(4+* ,3G"18-(07(* +/( !"O2("3( 1' +/( 
Nag Hammadi texts and particularly “Thunder, Perfect Mind” on this novel 
,"0 ),G(* (9>-!3!+ 4('(4("3( +1 +/( (5!0("3( +/,+& !" %th century Egypt, their 
2*( 8,* 1'D3!,--. 0!*3124,7(0#Z implying that they had been read and valued 
before that date and valued enough in some part or parts of the Chris-
+!," 31))2"!+. '14 +/( 31>!(* +/,+ 8(4( 0!*315(4(0 !" +/( #$%Z* +1 /,5( 
been carefully preserved. Feminist reading prompts Roberts to speculate 
!),7!",+!5(-. +/,+ !" +/( (,4-. =/243/ *1)( *!7"!D3,"3( ,*!0( '41) *!"'2- 
materiality may have been associated with women and the feminine, and to 
31"*+423+ /(4 "15(- 1" +/,+ B,*!*? F" +/( >4(',3( +1 +/( #$\% "15(-& J1B-
(4+* 3!+(* +/( 31))("+* 1' /(4 '4!("0684!+(4 ,"0 '()!"!*+ +/(1-17!," P,4,/ 
H,!+-,"06+/,+ 31"+()>14,4. +/(1-17!3,- *3/1-,4*/!> ,74((* +/( n1*>(-* 
:,4( "1+ *!)>-( 4(>14+,7( B2+ +/( D4*+ ,++()>+* ,+ +/(1-17.< YE+0? !" 2'-#"
Girl $W& +1 !"0!3,+( +/,+ !" 84!+!"7 +/!* "15(-& */( 8,*& ,+ 1"( ,"0 +/( *,)( 
+!)( ,++()>+!"7 +1 0!**(3+ ,"0 4(34(,+( ,C).+/? i!G( N4!*+(5,A* '(),-( 7(-
"!2*(*& */( *+4!5(* +1 ,3/!(5( /(4 >1*!+!1" ,* *2BL(3+& B. '14)2-,+!"7 ,C"(8 
theological relationship through the pleasures of writing that answers to 
her own needs rather than those of the malestream. In doing this, however, 
56$"2'-#".'8- was also drawing the New Testament narrative of Jesus into 
4(-,+!1"*/!> 8!+/ +/( >4(1332>,+!1"* 1' J1B(4+*A 18" -!'( !" i1"01" !" +/( 
#$]Z* ,"0 \Z* 3/,4,3+(4!f(0 B. 3/,"7!"7 *(92,- )14(* ,"0 7("0(4 41-(*& 
,C"(8 ()>/,*!* 1" ),+(4!,-!+. ,"0 -!'(*+.-(* 8/!3/ 04(8 1" >*.3/1,",-.*!* 
or non-Western traditions that seemed less ambivalent about the female 
body than traditional Christianity. Heather Walton proposes the feminist 
suggestion that by making Jesus and Mary Magdalene lovers:

Roberts touches the place of pain women experience in relation to the 
(4,0!3,+!1" 1' '(),-( *(92,-!+. '41) +/( 01)!","+ +4,0!+!1"?C?C?C?CF" +/( 
process she re-visions divine and human authority and presents male and 
'(),-( (9!*+("3( ,* >1+("+!,--. /,4)1"!12*` 3,>,B-( 1' 7("(4,+!"7 !"+(4-
>("(+4,+!"7 (41+!3 >-(,*24( 4,+/(4 +/," >(4>(+2,- (")!+.? Ya,-+1" \#U\[W?

Some readers loved 56$"2'-#".'8-"and, predictably, some were offend-
ed.## For Roberts, however, even more than make an ideologically feminist 

#Z R+/,",*!2* 1' R-(9,"04!,A* X,*+(4 -(++(4 !" SV] 3,--(0 '14 ,>134.>/,- 84!+!"7* +1 B( 
eliminated from all the monastery libraries in Egypt. See, Meyer, ed. (xiii).

## There was an attempt to get the British publishers Methuen prosecuted for 
blasphemous libel and Roberts received her share of hate mail (Paper Houses [V%W?
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>1!"+& !+ 31"D4)(0 /(4 !" /(4 18" )!"0 ,* ,C84!+(4? a4!+!"7 8,* "1+ ,C*2B-
*+!+2+( '14 -!5!"7 B2+6,* +/( 814G 1' '(),-( 7("!2*6!+ ),0( -!5!"7 >1*-
*!B-(` !+ 411+(0 /(4 ,* *2BL(3+ !" +/( 814G 1' 4(>4(*("+!"7 +/( )!*17.". 1' 
the Christian Church and bringing it into question. Through her writing 
she could identify and resist the kind of bracketing and exclusion that had 
been so prominent an element of her previous experience of Christianity, 
come to some clearer understanding of theology/God-talk, and live more 
freely (Paper Houses [#]W?

So 56$" 2'-#" .'8- (9>4(**(* J1B(4+*A *!"72-,4 31))!+)("+ +1 /(4 
own pleasures, ambitions and curiosity. In the energetic struggling with 
-,"72,7( :4(>(,+(0-. 0!5!"7 !"+1 +/( 2"31"*3!12* +1 D"0 "(8 '14)*& "(8 
stories, new meanings of words” (Paper Houses [#]W */( '12"0 /(4 ,"-
3/14,7(& 84!+!"7 /(4 >-(,*24( ,"0 2*!"7 +/!* ,* ,C)(,"* 1' "(71+!,+!"7 +/( 
3244("+* 8!+/!" ,C31"+(9+ 3/,4,3+(4!f(0 B2+ "1+ (9/,2*+(0 B. +/( +("(+* 1' 
feminist criticism. In form, the narrative of 56$"2'-#".'8- >,4+,G(* 1' ,C+4,-
ditional feminist strategy of “revision” familiar from the theoretical work 
1' R04!(""( J!3/ '14 (9,)>-( Y:a/(" a( r(,0 R8,G("< #$]#W 8/(4(B. 
old texts and narratives are read against the grain of existing patriarchal 
interpretations. Today, feminist theologians and critics may be more wary 
1' ,++()>+!"7 +1 4(g4(,0 +/( (9!*+!"7 +4,0!+!1"*6/18(5(4 4(*!*+,"+-.6'14 
fear of contributing to essentially conservative forces by privileging their 
).+/!3 '14)* Ya,-+1" \VW ,"0 +/!* ),. B( ,C8,4"!"7 8(-- +,G("? p(+ '14 
J1B(4+* !" +/( (,4-. #$\Z*& +/!* 8,* /(4 8,. 1' *277(*+!"7 "(8 G!"0* 1' 4(-
lationships to address the particularity of her own challenges. For example, 
!" ,33140,"3(6,'+(4 @(,251!468!+/ +/( '()!"!*+ 31"*+423+!1" 1' 81)(" 
,* 12+*!0( 14 B(.1"0 +/( "14),+!5( >(4*>(3+!5(& J1B(4+* >,!"+* ,C>!3+24( 
of female potential “at the margins.” On the refuse heaps created by mas-
culinist exclusions, women do not simply endure but create and give life 
+1 +/( 2"(9>(3+(0 ,"0 +/( 2"'14(*(("? F" 1"( 1' J1B(4+*A ,3312"+* 1' /(4 
3/,4,3+(4 H,4.A* 04(,)*& +/( 0(*+423+!5( ("(47. 1' D4( ,"0 +/( >41)!*( 1' 
"(8 -!'( ,4( 31)B!"(0 !" ,C5!*!1" 1' ,CB24"!"7 4('2*( +!>b :;" +/( +1> 1' +/( 
d74(,+ /(,> 1' 42BB!*/e 8/!3/ /,0 B(31)( ,C>.4( *1)(1"( /,0 ,B,"01"(0 
,CB,B.& ,C+!". 7!4- 8/1 B(7," +1 34.?C?C?C?C< Y2'-#".'8- #]W? a4!+!"7 +/( *+14. 
1' ,C *(9.& /1-. 81),"& J1B(4+* 51!3(* /(4 1BL(3+!1"* +1 =/4!*+!," 4(>-
resentations of Christ, of women and of Gospel offered throughout her 
formative convent education, but seeks through the pleasures of writing to 
*/!'+ 2* !"+1 ,C"(8 '4,)(814G 8!+/!" 8/!3/& !" /(4 >41L(3+& 4(-,+!1"*/!>* 
between God and humankind, men and women can be seen differently. 
K/( /(+(417("(12* )!9+24( 1' 31-124*& *12"0* ,"0 )110* !" 1-06B!B-!-
3,-6*+14!(* ,"0 "(8-. 51!3(06'(),-(6>4!14!+!(* G!"0-(0 !" +/( 84!+!"7& 
are like the steaming, smoking refuse heap Roberts describes in the pas-
sage referred to above, digesting recognisable forms of language, thought 
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,"0 4(-,+!1"*/!>*& +1 >41023( +/( 10124 1' 0(3,. B2+ ,-*1 D4( '14 3-(,"*!"7 
and fertile ground for new writing.

As I have already said, however, this is not to ignore the constraints 
14 +/( !)>-!3!+ 5!1-("3( 1' (!+/(4 J1B(4+*A 31"+(9+ !" +/( i1"01" 1' +/( 
#$]Z* ,"0 #$\Z* "14 1' /(4 18" 4(*>1"*(*? J1B(4+* G"18* +/,+ '(),-( 
bodies continue literally to be thrown onto the rubbish heap behind the 
*,34!D3!,- ,-+,4* 1' >,+4!,43/,- ,"0 )!*17."!*+!3 !0(,-!*,+!1"* ,"0 c(,+/(4 
a,-+1" "1+(* !" 4(-,+!1" +1 *1)( 1' J1B(4+*A 1+/(4 "15(-* +/,+ 31"3(4" 
+/()*(-5(* 8!+/ =/4!*+!," ,"0 +/(1-17!3,- +/()(*& +/,+ *1)( 1' J1B(4+*A 
-,+(4 814G ,>>(,4* +1 (9>4(** :, *("*( 1' !44(315(4,B-( -1**< Ya,-+1" \%W? 
Nevertheless, though her story about Mary describes the limitations she 
!),7!"(* 812-0 B( ',3(0 B. +/( D4*+ 3("+24. 81)," 8/1 '(-+ 3,--(0 +1 
+,G( ,C41-( 1' -(,0(4*/!> !" +/( )15()("+ -(0 B. M(*2*& */( !* ,-*1& ,* B1+/ 
protagonist and author, taking on the role of theologian, concerned with 
D"0!"7 "(8 8,.* +1 D"0 )(,"!"7 ,* 8(-- ,* +1 +,-G ,B12+ n10& =/4!*+!,"-
ity and the Church. Roberts draws on the Gnostic theologies of the Nag 
Hammadi library and other Apocryphal texts but expands the hints they 
give about gender as symbolic framework. She plays with the idea of the 
originary divine fullness or pleroma,#[ and with the mythic dramas that 
speak about falling or splitting and ultimately healing and returning to full-
"(**? P/( 8(,5(* +/( *+14. 1' H,4.& ,* ,CD4*+ 3("+24. 8!-0 3/!-0& !"+1 +/( 
n1*>(- ,3312"+* 1' M(*2*A )!"!*+4.& >,**!1" ,"0 0(,+/& ,27)("+!"7 !+ 8!+/ 
,C4(*244(3+!1" ,>>(,4,"3( B,*(0 1" +/( ,3312"+ !" +/( n1*>(- 1' M1/" ,"0 
," ,>134.>/,- ,3312"+ 1' H,4. H,70,-("(A* ,++()>+* +1 (9>-,!" /(4 D",- 
encounter with the risen Lord to the rest of the disciples.

Roberts expresses her theological response to these issues, drawing on 
Gnostic and apocalyptic imagery explored in another series of dream se-
E2("3(*? F" +/( D4*+ 04(,) *(E2("3(& !" 8/!3/ */( '132*(* 1" +/( *+14. 1' 
creation, Ignorance, the son of Sophia, is like the Gnostic demiurge of the 
h,-("+!"!," ).+/? =/,47(0 8!+/ +/( ),"2,- -,B124 1' 34(,+!1" B. /!7/(4 
powers, he imagines that he is God and forgets his own created nature. 
c(C'147(+* /!* 18" 14!7!"* !" ,C-,47(4 0!5!"( '2--"(**& +.>!3,--. 4(>4(*("+-
(0 !" J1B(4+*A "15(- +/4127/ +/( !),7(4. 1' ),44!,7( 14 *(92,- ("312"-
+(4? a(C)!7/+ 8,"+ +1 34!+!E2( !+* !)>-!3!+ /(+(41*(9!*) B2+ !+ *233((0* 
!" 312"+(4B,-,"3!"7 ),*32-!"( *!"72-,4!+. 8!+/ +/( '()!"!"(& !" ,C),+(4!,- 
,"0 ()B10!(0 ,* 8(-- ,* !" ,C *>!4!+2,- *("*(? F" !"+(4>4(+!"7 +/( 04(,)& 
M(*2* +(--* H,4. +/,+ 34(,+!1" !* ," 1"71!"7 >413(** !" 8/!3/ 0!''(4("+6
/(4( ),-( ,"0 '(),-(6'14)* 1' G"18-(07( ,4( !"51-5(0? K/( ",+24( 1' +/( 
*+14. ,* 31"3(4"(0 8!+/ ,C:',--< 1' *1)( G!"0 >1!"+* +1 +/( 31"*(E2("3(* 

#[ K/!* !0(, !* ,004(**(0& '14 (9,)>-(& !" +/( K4!>,4+!+( K4,3+,+(6, +4(,+!*( 1' 
h,-("+!"!," +/(1-17. !"3-20(0 !" Nag Hammadi Texts? YH(.(4 (0? %TU\%` V\TU\\W?
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'14 n10A* >(1>-(& 1' !7"14!"7 +/( 02,- ",+24( 1' n10 ,* B1+/ ),*32-!"( 
and feminine (2'-#".'8- \[W ,"0 1' '147(++!"76+/( 814G 1' +/( 3/!-04(" 
1' F7"14,"3(68/,+ +/(. 14!7!",--. G"(8?

H,4.A* 04(,) 5!*!1"* 4(),!" 0,4G ,"0 3/,1+!3 ,"0 +/,+ !* /,40-. *24-
>4!*!"7? K/127/ J1B(4+* !* B("(D+!"7 '41) +/( 814G 1' (,4-!(4 '()!"!*+ 
writers, her thoughts must still have seemed somewhat outrageous when 
she listened with the ear of the dominant culture and the work, though 
>-(,*24,B-( +1 ,C0(74(( +/,+ *2*+,!"(0 /(4 84!+!"7& /,0 +1 B( 2"0(4+,G(" 
8!+/12+ ,". 31)>-(+( 31"D0("3( +/,+ */( 812-0 B( +,G(" *(4!12*-.? c(4 
'(,4* ,* ,2+/14 814G!"7 !" /(4 :84!+(4A* 7,44(++< !" i1"01"& ,4( 4(O(3+(0 
!" /(4 5!*!1" 1' H,4.& !" ,C+!". D4*+ 3("+24. 31))2"!+.& "1 -1"7(4 *2>-
ported by the earthly presence of Jesus, facing the suspicion and scorn 
of people to whom she feels obliged to speak about the unaccountable 
vision of divine and feminine fullness she and Jesus had explored togeth-
er. Dream sequences take on an apocalyptic character. As Mary/Roberts 
struggles to give shape to her dreams, she draws on the extreme violence 
of the biblical book of Revelation +1 (9>4(** +/( -(5(- 1' 0!'D32-+. +/,+ 
would be required to rid men and women of the visions the Christian 
=/243/(* /,5( '(0 +/() 2"0(4 +/( !"O2("3( 1' F7"14,"3(? H,4. ',3(* 
up to the “red mist” of her “bloodlust and desire for revenge” directed 
B. /(4 '()!"!"( >(4*1", ,+ +/( ,"+!g=/4!*+ 8/1& !" ,C D",-& 4(5(-,+14. 
31--,>*(& */( 4(317"!*(* ,* :",G(0 ,"0 52-"(4,B-(< *!)>-. ,C),"& *+4(+3/-
!"7 12+ /!* ,4)* +18,40* /(4 ,"0 ,-- +/( 1+/(4 !"L24(0 81)(" 1' /!*+14. 
(2'-#".'8- #]SW?

F" +/( D",- *(E2("3( 1' +/( B11G& J1B(4+* !* "(!+/(4 0(D,"+ "14 +4!-
umphalist. She clearly believes there is still enough female suffering at the 
hands of men in the twentieth century, not to speak of all there has been in 
+/( >,*+& +1 L2*+!'. +/( 8140* */( >2+* !"+1 +/( )12+/* 1' +/( 81)(" 8/1 
,++("0 +/( ,>13,-.>+!3 L207()("+ 1' )(" Y2'-#".'8- #][W? Q(5(4+/(-(**& 
*/( 3-1*(* 8!+/ H,4.A* 8140* 1' 4(*+4,!"+ ,"0 >(4>-(9!+.& 31"3(4"!"7 +/( 
book she had written about the best and the worst the world had to offer 
women:

I do not want this book to cause outrage, I do not want my work to lead 
anyone into danger. I shall carry with me in my heart the words that 
FC)2*+ *>(,G !" '2+24(& ,"0 F */,-- -(,5( +/(*( 8140* B24!(0 2"0(4 +/( 
tree, to ripen there or to rot. It seems to me that ideas are dangerous. 
Have not my visions taught me how we are willing to kill each other for 
+/( *,G( 1' ," !0(,& '14 +/( *,G( 1' G((>!"7 ,C04(,) >24( ,"0 !"+,3+o p(+& 

too, the force of Ignorance is an equal danger, and my mission, as ICheard 
it plainly in my dream, is to warn against Ignorance, and to preach an 
F0(,? F" +/!* 74(,+ +2)2-+ 1' *12-& !" +/!* 31"'2*!1"& ,"0 8!+/ ,C0!5!0(0 
)!"0& F */,-- 0(>,4+& 8!+/ ,CB,77,7( 1' 012B+? Y2'-#".'8- #\ZW
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In this concluding sequence of 56$"2'-#".'8-, there is uncertainty. In 
her own voice, in the preface, Roberts distinguishes her account as “po-
etic” rather than “scholarly” (2'-#".'8- $W? K/( "1+!1" 1' +/( :>1(+!3< 
!"0!3,+(*& *24(-.& "1+ L2*+ ,C0!''(4("+ )10( 1' +/127/+ ,"0 34(,+!5!+. B2+ 
,-*1 ,C*!)!-,4 -,3G 1' 31"D0("3( ,B12+ +/1*( 3,+(714!(* 8!+/!" 8/!3/ FC/,5( 
placed her, that is as theologian. This would make sense. I have argued 
*+41"7-. +/,+ +1 B( ,C'(),-( 7("!2* 01(* "1+ !)>-. !))2"!+. ,+ (5(4. >1!"+ 
'41) +/( >1+("+!,--. ),-!7" !"O2("3( 1' >,+4!,43/,- 32-+24( *1 )23/ ,* 
to engage with it, drawing on the maternal birthing body of the female 
7("!2*(*A 18" ("(47!(* ,"0 >-(,*24(* +1 '2(- 31"+(*+,+!1" ,"0 3/,--("7( 
,"0 +1 '14(*+,-- (93-2*!5( 0(D"!+!1" 8!+/!" +/,+ 32-+24(? R 31"+()>14,4. 
'()!"!*+ 34!+!E2( /,* +/(14!f(0 +/( (9+4()( 0!'D32-+. 1' +/!* !" 0(74((* "1+ 
(93-20!"7 +/( +1+,- *!-("3!"7 1' (4,*24(? p(+ 81)(" -!G( J1B(4+* 31"+!"2( 
in numerous ways that we may see or we may not, to defy those limitations 
and arguably also to bring about transformations, not the least of which 
has been the development of feminist theory itself.

F+ /,* B((" ). 1BL(3+ *1 ',4 +1 */18 /18 +/( 814G 1' +/( '(),-( 7(-
nius who creates or births without reference to an exclusively masculine 
power of divinity, can be illustrated in the singular circumstances of in-
0!5!02,- -!5(*& *23/ ,* +/,+ 1' H!3/I-( J1B(4+*? F" ,C814-0 ,'+(4 j4(20 1' 
course, the language of the unconscious comes naturally to Roberts and 
she links it consistently with her creative work. “Diving into the uncon-
*3!12*< B4!"7* /(4 !" 31"+,3+ 8!+/ ,C4(,-) +/,+ !* 3/,1+!3 ,"0 0!*+24B!"7 
and in which she sometimes fears she will get lost (Paper Houses #[VW? p(+ 
it is in engaging with this affective strangeness and discomfort through 
+/( >413(** 1' 84!+!"7631"+(*+!"7 !"/(4!+(0 *.)B1-!3 4(>4(*("+,+!1"* 1' 
=/4!*+!,"!+. '14 (9,)>-(6+/,+ */( !* ,B-( +1 7!5( */,>( +1 ("(47!(* ,"0 
to think creatively. Writing and rebellion (Paper Houses TTW -!+(4,--. 71 
hand in hand in her life as she gives up the certainties and securities of 
),44!,7( 14 ,C*(++-(0 3,4((4 +1 (9>(4!)("+ 8!+/ H,49!*) ,"0 '()!"!*)& 
sexuality, foreign cities and countries and to explore and make sense of 
all this through writing.

CONCLUSION

@(,251!4 31"3-20(0 +/,+ 81)("A* -!5(* /,0 B((" :0!*>(4*(0 ,)1"7 +/( 
males, attached through residence, housework, economic condition and 
*13!,- *+,"0!"7 +1 3(4+,!" )("6',+/(4* 14 /2*B,"0* '14 (9,)>-(6)14( 
D4)-. +/," +/(. ,4( +1 1+/(4 81)("<?#S At the same time I believe that 
women have not merely suffered but sometimes dealt with this fragmenta-

#S Beauvoir, I$:)&#"I$J? >? #$?
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+!1"` 34(,+!5(-. *2*+,!"!"7 '14)* 1' 4(*!*+,"3(& +4,0!+!1" ,"0 31""(3+!1" !" 
limiting circumstances. In this essay I argue that it is crucially important, 
in order to contest any lingering sense of male domination, not to gloss 
over the lives of women as if they must have failed because of these limit-
ing circumstances.

P>(3!D3,--. !" 4(-,+!1" +1 +/1*( 81)(" 8/1 84!+( +1 ),G( *("*( 1' 
Christian theology, I have used the idea of female genius to suggest that the 
!0(, 1' +/(!4 !"*!7"!D3,"3(614 (5(" ,B*("3(6!* ," !--2*!1" >41023(0 B. +/( 
"14),+!5(-. ),-( 31"+(9+ @(,251!4 0(D"(0 *1 ,32+(-. !" The Second Sex. 
Whilst we can never forget that women have been driven into madness,#% some, 
perhaps many, have refused to discount desire and accept silence, pursuing in 
some way, an understanding of God on their own terms that of course include 
+/( *+4277-( 8!+/ ,C"14),+!5( ),-( >(43(>+!1" 1' +/(!4 814+/? F" +/(*( +(4)* 
!+ !* >1**!B-( +1 *(( J1B(4+*A 814G ,* ," !--2*+4,+!1" 1' +/( *2BL(3+ >1*!+!1" 
@(,251!4 */18(0 2* 8,* *1 /,40 +1 ,3/!(5( ,"0 N4!*+(5, 0(*34!B(* ,* '(),-( 
7("!2*? P/( !* ,C84!+(4& 5,-2!"7 +/( :/1+ >2-*( 1' d/(4e 0(*!4(< YImpossible Saints 
SVW *2'D3!("+-. *1)(+!)(* +1 ,3G"18-(07( +/,+ !+ 31"D4)* /(4 ,* ,C'(),-( 
genius, genuinely involved in doing theology. And perhaps we see that insight 
7!5(" -!+(4,4. '14)& !" J1B(4+*A '(),-( 3/,4,3+(4 8/1 ,8,G("* 8!+/ +(4414 +1 
/(4 18" 34(,+!5!+.6+/( >,**,7( 8!+/ 8/!3/ +/!* >!(3( B(7,"?
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